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Make better happen

Ensono Service Mapping

Get to know everything 
connected to your IT estate 



Ensono Service Mapping

According to Gartner, 

the average cost of 

an hour of downtime 

is $300K.

See everything in your 

infrastructure and its relationship 

with each application

Unclear mapping of my IT 

Infrastructure

What if you could see your entire IT infrastructure 

-from servers in the data center all of way down 

to individual applications? Service Mapping 

providescompanies with accurate pictures and 

insights into performance, costs, and security data 

protection so that they may guide optimized 

infrastructure governance.


The data output integrates into our service 

management platform, providing insights into 

application costs, performance and security. 

With Ensono's Service Mapping, you can stay up-

to-date with what your application is doing 

without having any surprisescome out your way.



Provides an ongoing continuous view 

into client infrastructure.


 
A complete on-going understanding of 

what’s in your IT estate. 

Captures insights into 

application costs, 

performance and security. 


 

Discovery and ongoing relationship 

mapping, and governance of all 

application services in your organization. 

This builds a comprehensive map of all 

devices, applications, and configuration 

profiles used across your infrastructure.  


Get continuously 

optimized view of services

Realtime management 

to desired state

Faster detection and 

remediate service issues

Improve root 

cause analysis 

Make better outcomes happen

With all of this wasted space in 

data centers, it is possible that 

managers could be able to shrink 

the size or even remove entirely

Save money on power 

usage when servers 

are used efficiently.

of racks are under 
provisioned




40%

of servers are 
ghost servers

28%

Challenges



Greater Financial Governance

I don’t have clear line of sight on what each application costs me. 

With Ensono’s Service Mapping, you will see the applications costs tied back 

to the business stakeholders giving you insight into how to best allocate 

costs across stakeholders for greater financial governance.  

Faster application services remediation 


Get a clear picture of your application infrastructure dependencies 

to locate and fix issues in your data center quickly.

Our discovery services will not only map and identify each application and 

its infrastructure dependences, it will show aggregate costs quickly enabling 

you with re-platform opportunities and costs savings.  
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Use Cases

You can't afford to take any chances with downtime, so make sure you 
have the proper mapping in place.
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